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REPARAMETRIZATION OF «-FLOWS OF ZERO ENTROPY
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J. FELDMAN AND D. NADLER

Abstract. Let <f>, 4> be two ergodic «-parameter flows which preserve finite

probability measures on their spaces X, Y. Let T be a nullset-preserving

map: X -* Y sending each <£-orbit homeomorphically to a ^-orbit. Then <f>, ip

are called homeomorphically orbit-equivalent. For n = I, there has been

developed a theory of such equivalence: "Loosely Bernoulli" theory. A

completely parallel theory exists for higher dimensions, except that it is

necessary to impose a certain natural "growth" restriction on T, a restriction

which is vacuous in the case n = 1. In this paper we carry out this program,

but only for the case of zero entropy.

1. Introduction. Let <b be an n-flow on the probability space (A", p); by this

we shall always mean that <b is a free, measure-preserving, ergodic action of

R" on (A", p). By a reparametrizing map r for <i> we mean a jointly measurable

t: A" X R" ->R" such that each t(x, •) is a homeomorphism: R" -»Rn and

such that the function <f>T: (x, u) r-*> <bT(x c)(x) is again an n-flow on (A", pS),

where pT is a certain probability measure equivalent to p; ^>T is then called a

reparametrization of <p. If T: (X, pT)-^(Y, v) is a measure-isomorphism and

\¡/v = Fr/>T(.o)F-1, then T takes the measure class of p to that of v and sends

orbits of <b homeomorphically to orbits of ¡p: we call T a homeomorphic orbit

equivalence between <i> and $. Conversely, if F is a homeomorphic orbit

equivalence linking <b and \p, then i/>cF has the form Fr^.^, where t is a

reparametrizing map, and then \p = T<t>TT~\ Thus, we may ask the question,

"when is \p homeomorphically orbit-equivalent to <i>?" or, what is the same

question, "when is \¡/ isomorphic to a reparametrization of <i>?" This question

was raised by Kakutani in 1942 [K].

If n = 1, it is clear from Abramov's formula [A] that if <p and i¡> are so

related, then both lie in the same entropy class (zero, positive, or infinite).

Furthermore, it was recently discovered that within each of these three

entropy classes there exist flows which are not equivalent in this sense; this

was shown in [Fl]. In fact, there are uncountably many inequivalent flows, as

was shown by Rudolph [Rl]. In each entropy class there is a simplest

equivalence class, the "loosely Bernoulli" class [Fl]; this was also discovered

by Katok [Ka] and Satayev [S]. The fact that the loosely Bernoulli (LB) flows

form a single equivalence class was shown for zero entropy in [Ka] and for
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positive entropy by Ornstein and Weiss in [W]. Following a suggestion of M.

Ratner, we shall call LB flows of zero entropy loosely Kronecker flows.

If n > 1, the situation becomes more subtle: it has been shown by Rudolph

in [R2] that any two «-flows may be linked by a homeomorphic orbit-equiva-

lence when n > 1. This is a flow analogue to Dye's theorem [D]. However,

the imposition of appropriate conditions on the homeomorphic orbit-equiva-

lence T, conditions which are automatically satisfied in the one-dimensional

case, give us a direct generalization of the 1-dimensional theory. Let t(x, v)

be defined by T(ipcx) = ^^(Tx). Then for n = 1 it may be seen that the

condition f\\r(-, v)\\ dp < const • ||o|| always holds. For n > 1, the imposition

of such a condition for T and T~l yields a familiar equivalence theory, as

follows.

It is shown in [N] that the analogue of Abramov's formula holds under this

assumption; and in the present paper, under the same assumption, we

recapture the zero-entropy results of [Fl], [Ka] and [W]. The analogous results

in the case of positive entropy involve ideas beyond the scope of this paper,

but will be carried out elsewhere.

Some of the results of this paper are contained in the second author's 1978

Ph.D. thesis in the Department of Mathematics at the University of Cali-

fornia at Berkeley.

The first author wishes to thank for their support the Miller Institute for

Basic Research in Science and the National Science Foundation (via Grant

no. MCS-7505576 A01).

2. Reparametrization maps. It may be seen, with a little thought, that the

following conditions (a), (b), (c) are necessary and sufficient for a measurable

function t: A" XR"-»R" to be a reparametrizing map for <p:

(a) t(-, v + w) = t(-, v) + t^.^ • , w) for all v and w;

(b) t(x, •) is, for a.e. x, a homeomorphism carrying Lebesgue measure to

an equivalent measure.

(a) and (b) insure, in particular, that (x, v) *-* <i>^,o)x is a nonsingular

«-flow on (A", p).

Before describing the third condition, we make a brief digression.

Let AT: A" X R" -> R" be a jointly measurable version of the Radon-Niko-

dym derivative of the image of Lebesgue measure with respect to Lebesgue

measure. (Thus, where r(x, •) is sufficiently smooth, we have AT(x, •) =

|det t'(x, •)!•) It follows from (a) and the definition of AT that AT(^>7<JC c)x, w)

= AT(x, v + w) for a.e. (x, w), for every v. By translation invariance of

Lebesgue measure, \(<¡>^xjC)x, w — v) — AT(x, w) for a.e. (x, w), for every v.

Therefore, for a.e. (x, w), the limit

AT(x, w) =  lim   ——   f   AT(<i>T(x?c)x, w - v)dv
*-°°   \Cn\  jc„
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exists and equals AT(x,w). Here CN = [-N, NY, and \CN\ = Lebesgue

measure of CN. Let A = {(x,w): above limit exists}. Then for each v, A is

invariant under the map (x, w) h» (</V(X?o)x, w — v), and AT(x, w) =

AT(<f>T(x w)x, w — v). Choose w0 so {x: (x, Wq) G A} has full measure. Thus

also {x: (^XjM>o)x, 0) G /!} has full measure. Applying the nonsingular map

x i^<(>T(x,u-w0)x to tiùs set> we see mat (x: (^x,u)x, 0) £ A) has full measure

for every u. Let u = v + w. Then it follows that \(<¡>^x>c)x, w) = AT(x, w +

v) for a.e. x. Drop the bar and call this version AT.

(c)/AT(-,0)¿p< oo.

The reason for this is the following: AT(-, 0) dp is an invariant measure for <bT;

this may be seen from a Rokhlin picture for <b, as described by Lind [L]. But

we want this measure to be finite. Thus

dpr = ¡AT(-,0)/J AT(-,0) dp} dp.

Reparametrizing maps may be composed by the rule o-°t(-,») =

a(-,r(-, v)); this is consistent with the way in which homeomorphic orbit-

equivalences are composed. If t is a reparametrizing map for <j>, and o for <bT,

then a ° r is one for <f>, and (<i>T)a = <ba o . In particular, t has a unique

inverse: a reparametrizing map r~' for <bT may be defined by setting t~x(x, •)

to be the inverse homeomorphism of r(x, •); thus t-1°t = t°t-1 =

identity.

2.1. Definition. The reparametrizing map t will be called integrably

Lipschitz if /||t(-, t>)|| dp < const||o|| for all t> and t_1 satisfies the same

condition. Note that an application of the cocycle identity then gives

¡\\t(-, v) — r(-, w)\\ dp < const • ||u — w|| with the same constant.

As remarked in the introduction, for n > 2 any two n-flows are homeomor-

phically orbit-equivalent. If, however, we restrict ourselves to integrably

Lipschitz t, we recapture the one-dimensional "loosely Bernoulli" theory.

First, one has the analogue of Abramov's formula given in [N] which has the

following corollary.

2.2. Theorem. If t is integrably Lipschitz, then <j> and <bT have the same

entropy class (zero, positive, infinite).

Next, we describe a special case of another result of Rudolph [R3] which

enables us to work with much nicer t.

2.3. Definition. For any integrably Lipschitz t, it turns out that

f t~1(-,v) dp is a nonsingular linear transformation of R"; we call the

inverse of this transformaton /(t).

2.4. Définition. A reparametrizing map t will be called tempered if t(x, •)

and t~'(x, •) are C°° functions, and ||t'(x, 0)|| and ||t_1'(x, 0)|| are bounded

functions of x.

Then the case of Rudolph's result which interests us is:
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2.5. Theorem. If t is an integrably Lipschitz reparametrizing map for <f> and

e > 0, then there exists a tempered reparametrizing map o for <b with \\o'(-, 0)

- At)||» <eand<j>„œ <¡>T.

Here is an intermediate condition on the reparametrizing map t.

2.6. Definition, t will be called uniformly Lipschitz if ||t(-,ü)|| ||t>||-1 is

essentially bounded uniformly in v ¥= 0, and likewise for t-1. As before, we

note that ||t(-, v) — r(-, m>)||/||ü — w|| will be essentially bounded for all

pairs (v, w) with v ¥= w, with the same bound as above: this is a consequence

of the cocycle identity.

This will be useful in the proof of the equivalence theorem in §§5 and 6.

2.7. Remark. If the «-flow <j> has a factor <b, and f is a reparametrizing map

for <j>, then f "lifts" in an obvious way to a reparametrizing map t for <J>: if

x t~* x is the quotient map which gives rise to <b from <b, then set t(x, v) =

f(x, v). Clearly the properties in 2.1, 2.4 and 2.6 hold for r if and only if they

hold for f.

3. Loosely Kronecker «-flows. Let D be a closed cell in R" and let \D\

denote the Lebesgue measure of D. Let 9 be a finite set and 8 the Kronecker

function on 9 X 9. Let a, ß: D -» 9 be measurable. We recall:

3.1. Definition. d^(a, ß) = (l/\D\)fD 8(a(v), ß(v)) dv. The superscript <3>

will often be suppressed. Let CN — [ — N, NJ1 C R"; for convenience we write

dN instead of dc .

Let ^)D be the set of C °° self-diffeomorphisms of D which are the identity

in a neighorhood of the boundary of D. Let \\A || denote the operator norm of

the n X « matrix A when R" is given the sup norm. For a matrix-valued

function X with domain D let [jXU^ = supKeZ)||A(t>)||.

3.2. Definition, //(a, ß) = mîhs^[dD(a ° «, ß) + ||«' - 7||J. We take

notational liberties with / similar to those described above. Note that d is a

metric, but/is not. However, we do have

//>(«> y) < /*(«> ß) + 0 - fD(«,ß)rlfD(ß, y).

Thus fD gives the space of (D, 9 ) names a Hausdorff uniform structure. The

approximate triangle inequality above will be sufficient for our purposes.

Also, if (<b, 9) is a process, then fD(x,y) = fD(9(x), <3>(y)), where ?P(x)(ü) =

9(<pv(x)) = Pif<j>c(x)GP.

3.3. Definition. A process (<i>, 9) is loosely Kronecker (LK) if for all e > 0

there exists an Af > 0 such that if JV > M then there exists EN c A" with

p(EN) > 1 — e andfN(x,y) < e whenever x,y G EN. An «-flow (<b, p) will be

called loosely Kronecker if (<j>, 9) is LK for all partitions 9 of A".

A slight argument similar to the packing lemma in [N] shows that any LK

«-flow must have zero entropy. Our terminology is motivated by the following

example.
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3.4. Example. Let X = Tn+1, the (« + l)-dimensional torus. Let v h» v be

a group-theoretic embedding of R" into A" as a dense subgroup and set

<bDx = x + v, where + denotes the toral group operation. Let p be Haar

measure on A". Then <¡> is an «-flow on (A", p); in fact, <i> is LK.

To prove this, let e > 0 and 9 = {F,}/e/ be a partition of A". Choose

ex > 0 to be specified later, open sets U¡ D P, such that p(\J ieI(U¡\PJ) < e,,

and X a translation-invariant metric on A*. Let 5 be a Lebesgue number for

{U¡}¡eI with respect to X. Choose Nx so large that if x,y G X, then X(x +

v, y) < 8 for some v G CN. Next, if N2 is large enough, for all o G CN there

exists «oJV G <>DCjv if N > N2 such that:

0) KAW) = » + w on (1 - e,) ■ CN;

(2)||«;^-7||00<£1.

We take N2 also large enough to ensure

GN = {x G A": \CN\~l {o G CN: c + v G (J (U^Pt)} < «i (3)

has measure at least 1 — £, if N > N2.

Choose x,y G G„ and v G CN such that X(x + v,y) < 8. We use hvff to

match the (9, CN) names of x and y. If w G (1 — ex)CN, then x + «„^w)

and y + w belong to the same element of the cover {c7I}i6/. If, further, w

does not belong to the exceptional sets for x and y described in (3), we

evidently have <$(x + hDj,(w)) = 9(y + w). We thus have f^x,y) < 1 -

(1 — £,)" + 3£! + £, < £ if £, was chosen small enough. £ is therefore LK.

D
The property of being LK is stable under finite recodings:

3.5. Lemma. Let (<b, 9) be an LK-process and V G R" be finite. Then

(<b, 9y) is again LK. (Here and elsewhere, by 9V we mean V„er 4>-v9.)

Proof. Let £ > 0 and choose £, > 0 to be specified later. Choose Nx so

large that: if N > Nx, then there exists GN c A" with p(GN) > 1 — c, and

Jn(x>y) < ei> for x,y G gn', and ii N > Nx, then C'N = n vev(cff - ü) nas

Lebesgue measure at least (1 — et)|Cv|. Let N > Nx, xy G GN, and « G tyç

with y«' - 7IL < e, and dCs(9(x) ° h, 9{y)) < ■,. Let

T = {„ G C^: ?P(<í>Mc)(x)) ^ 3>(^(^))}.

Then | F| < e1|CAr|, and since

t = {w G CN: 9v(+«w)(x)) * 9y(<bw(y))) c (C„^C¿) u ( U (T + v)),

we have that \f\ < ex\CN\ + \V\ ■ \T\ < (\V\ + l^lC^j. We see, then, that

f^y(x, y) < (I V\ + 2)ex < e if £, was chosen small enough.    □

3.6. Corollary. If the process (<j>, 9) is LK for some generator under the

n-flow <p, then the n-flow 4» is LK.
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3.7. Proposition. Let T G GL(n, R) and let (<b, p) be LK. Let t(x, v) =

T(v)for (x, v) G X X R". Then (<f>T, p) is LK.

Proof. Let {^}"_i be the standard basis of R". Fix £ > 0, a partition

{F¡}iei °f X* an<* «i > 0 to be specified later. By [P-S], there exists vx G R"

such that 4>c¡ is totaly ergodic, \\vl — ex\\ < ex, and ex G {txvx + 2"_2 fâ'-

0 < tj < 1}.' Choose Nx so large that there exists EN c A" with p(EN ) > 1 —

£, and fNi(x,y) < £, for x,y G En¡. Let T(CN) = DN. If we conjugate by T

anfN -matching, with error less than e,, of the 9 -names of x and y in <b, we

obtain an fD -matching, with error less than (||r|| ||r_1|| + 1)e„ of the

9 -names of x and y in <bT.

Let C » {txvx + 2^_2 tjey. tj G[-Nx, Nx]), D = T(C), and

¿w- t> = 2   mjej + rnxvx: mj G 2NXZ, D + T(v) C CN
;-2

If N2 is sufficiently large, for ah N > N2 we will have: (1) \UcsLk(D +

T(v))\ > (1 - ex)\CN\; (2) for some FN c X with p(FN) > 1 - £„

|{e G LN: <i>c(x) G F^}| > (1 - £l)|^|

for ah x G FN. It is clear that (1) can be satisfied by choice of N2 large

enough; that (2) can also be, is a consequence of the ergodicity of 4>N v .

Note that DN¡ c D and \DN¡\ > (1 - e,)|t5|. For xy G FN, let Gx>y = {v

G LN: <j>D(x),<b0(y) G EN¡). If v G GXJ, then some hc G 9)Dk matches the

(9, DN )-names in the flow <j>T of ^o)(x) and <t>T(V)(y) with error less than

(||F|| ||F_1|| + 1)£,. These «c's paste together smoothly because each is the

identity in a neighborhood of the boundary of its domain; by defining the

match to be the identity throughout the rest of CN, a calculation shows that

the error over all of CN is at most

1 - (1 - 2Cl)(l - £,) + 2(||TU 117—11+ l)El <£

if £, is small enough.    □

In fact, much more is true; any integrably Lipschitz reparametrization of

an LK «-flow is again LK. For the proof of this, we need a technical lemma

whose proof may be safely omitted.

3.8. Lemma. For all sufficiently small e > 0, there exists 8 > 0 such that for

any C1 embedding h: (1 - S)CN -» CN with \\h' - 7||œ < 8, there exists

hx G %n with ||«; - 7|L < 8 and hx(v) = h(v) if v G (1 - £)C„.

3.9. Theorem. Let the n-flow <b on (X, p) be carried by the integrably

Lipschitz reparametrizing map r to <bT, an n-flow on (X, p¡). If <f> is LK, so is <j>T.

'The referee has pointed out that, by use of a standard "averaging" argument, this use of the

Pugh-Shub result could be avoided.
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Proof. By following t with a linear reparametrizing map we may assume

J(t) = I. Let 9 be a partition of X, e > 0, and £ > 0 to be determined later.

By Theorem 2.5, there exists f, a tempered reparametrizing map for <b, such

that (1) ||f'(x, 0) - 7||, ||f'(x, O)-1 - 7|| < £ for a.e. x G X; and (2) <f>T « <bf

via some isomorphism 9. Let 9 be the partition to which 9 is carried under

isomorphism from <j>r to <¡>f. Let rx(u) = t(x, v) for x G X, v G R".

Note that if x,y G X, h G 9>Cn such that ||«' - 7||œ <£, and A, =

tx o « o T-i: Ty(cN) -> tx(Cw), then (3) «,((1 - 3e) • C„) c CN and (4) ||A', -

7|| < 3(£ + ë2) + Ê3.

Now choose Nx so large that if A > Nx, then for all x,y G EN c A" with

ptFy) > 1 — £ we have that 7]f(x, y) < ë (in the original flow <». Fix x,y G

F^ and « G 9)c an 7^,-matching of the 9 -names of x and y with error less

than £. Defining «, as above, by (3), (4), and Lemma 3.8 we will have,

whenever £ is small enough, an «2 G <5)Cw such that (5) ||«2 — I§n < e/3 and

(6) \CN\-l\{v G CN: hx(v) = «2(o)}| > 1 - e/3.

If £ is perhaps smaller still, it follows from (5), (6), and the fact that «,

matches the (9, rx(CN)) name of x and the (9, ry(CN)) names of y (in the

flow <bf) with error less than e that «2 matches the (9, CN) names of x and y

in <bf with error less than £. Under the isomorphism this pulls back to an

/^-matching of the 9 -names of 0 ~ x(x) and 9 ~ x(y) in <bf with the same error,

and if e is also so small that pr(EN) > 1 — £, we are finished.   □

4. Finitely fixed zero entropy «-flows. For more detailed informaton about

the metrics dN and d we refer the reader to [O].

4.1. Definition. By a joining of (A", p) and (Y, v) we mean a measure p on

A" X y which has p and v as its marginals. If 4> is an action of R" on (A", p), i//

an action on (Y, v), and 9 and S are corresponding indexed partitions of X

and Y, then by dpÁ(<f>, 9), (\p, &)) we mean the infimum

jdN(9(x),ÇL(y))dp(x,y) (.)

over all joinings (A" X Y, p). Observing that dN increases with N, we set

¿(Ok 9), (xb, S)) = hm^ T^(<b, 9), (i>, <H)).
4.2. Definition. fN and / are defined analogously, except that (*) is

replaced by

jfN(9(x),<H(y))dp(x,y).

It is clear that fN < dN for each N. However:

4.3. Proposition. Given (<b, 9), N, and e > 0, there exists a S > 0 such that

ifM(<P, 9), W, S)) < 5, then a7^, 9), (^, S)) < £.
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Proof. It follows from the Lebesgue continuity theorem that if

M®(x), &O0) <*(*)» men dN(9(x), â(y)) <£. The proposition follows.

D
4.4. Definition. Let (<j>, 9) be of entropy zero. We say (<¡>, 9) is finitely

fixed (FF) if, given £ > 0, there exist N and 8 > 0 such that if f¿((<t>, 9),

(xb, S)) < 8, then f((<b, 9), (*, a)) < £.

4.5. Theorem. If(<j>, 9) is LK, then it is FF.

Proof. Choose £ > 0. Choose N such that there is a set A c A" with

p(A) > 1 - e/8 so that if x„x2 G A, then fN(9(xx), 9(x^) < e/8. By

making /^((«p, 9 ), (\p, &)) small enough, we can guarantee that there is a set

B c Y with y(5) > 1 - e/8, and for each y G B some x G A with

fNC$(x), &O0) < e/8. Then for a// x G yl and y G B we get/^CÍPíx), £(y))

< e/3 by the modified triangle inequality for/, whenever e < 1.

Now choose M so large that by the ergodic theorem there exists a set

A0 c A" with p040) > 1 — e/2 such that if x G AQ, then for a fraction at least

1 — e/4 of the v in NTT n CM, we have <i>c(x) G A ; and similarly, there is a

set jB0 c Y with KF0) > 1 — e/2 so that if y G Bq, then for a fraction at least

1 - e/4 of the v in NZ" n Q,, we have \pv(y) G B. Then for x G yl0 and

y G B0 we have /^C? (x), S(y)) < e/2 + e/4 + e/3 + another e/6 to take

care of edge effects in case N does not divide Af. Thus, for any joining p of

(<p, 9) and (xp, &), we have

jfM(9(x), â(y)) dp(x,y) < e + 1 - p(A0 X £0)

< e + p((x\^0) X Y) + p(X X (r\50)) < 2e.    □

4.6. Proposition. If(<?, 9) is FF, then (<t>, 9) is LK.

Proof. Fix e > 0. Choose N and 8 for e/4 in the FF definition. Take M

much larger than N and choose any point x whose (9, CM) name has ô-good

empirical distribution of (9, CN) names. Now make a periodic process (<p, 9)

by using the (9, CM) name of x. This process is within 5 of (<i>, 9) in its

distribution of (9, CN) names; consequently f((<b, 9), (^, 9)) < e/4. Now,

the periodic process (<£, 9) is certainly LK, for if L is large, any two CML

names can be matched well by an « G 9)c which translates a large portion

of CML by some vector of length at most 2M. Take an/-joining of (<f>, 9) with

(<j>, 9) which has gap less than e/4. Then there is a set A c X of measure at

least 1 — e/4 such that the (9, CML) name of every x G A matches with

some (9, CML) name with /-error less than e/4. Since any two (?P, CML)

names are close, it follows that any two (9, CML) names of points in A aie

close for / by the modified triangle inequality.   □
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5. The "Sinai Theorem" for zero entropy FF n-flow. We prove now the

homeomorphic orbit-equivalence analogue of Ornstein's [O] version of Sinai's

theorem [S].

5.1. Theorem. Let \p be an n-flow on (Y, v), and let (<b, 9) be FF of entropy

zero on (X, p). Suppose 9v is a partition of Y with f((<b, 9), (xp, 9v)) < e/100.

Then there is a uniformly Lipschitz reparametrizing map r for xp and a partition

61' of Y such that: (1) ||t(-,o) - o||, \\t~\-,v) - v\\ < e\\v\\ for a.e. x for all

v, (2) |*t - St'l < £, and (3) (xPT, 9f) « (<f>, 9).

5.2. Remark. Sharper results may be obtained. For example, it can be

arranged to have r tempered, with ||t'(-, 0) - 7H«,, ||t'(-,0)_1 - 7|| < e.

However, we satisfy ourselves with this simplest version. The result will follow

easily from

5.3. Fundamental Lemma. Same as Theorem 5.1, but choose e' > 0 and

replace (3) by (3)':

f((xpT, &'), (fc 9)) < e'.

Proof of 5.3. Let N' and 8' be the quantities required for (<j>, 9) and e' in

the definition of FF. Then we need to find 9v' and r satisfing (1), (2), and

(3)": M(xpr, <&'),(<!>, 9)) < 8'.

Since f((<b, 9), (xp, 91)) < e/100, we can choose for each N a measure pN

on A" X Y with marginals p and v such that pN gives measure less than e/100

to those (x,y) for which fN(9 (x), â(y)) > e/100. Now, for given 8 > 0 (to

be chosen later), choose N large enough that the empirical distribution of

(9, CN,) names in the (9, CN) name of x lies within 8 of the true distribution,

in the d metric, except for a set of x of measure less than 5. This is possible

because of the ergodic theorem for <p. Let S be the set of nonexceptional x, so

that p(S) > 1 - 8.

Now let 9> be a disjoint collection of 9lc -measurable sets each having d®

diameter less than e/100(1 + e/100)", with y(U Bea B) > I - e/100. Such a

9> certainly exists, since we do not care how big \9>\ is. Consider the total

measure of those B G 9> which contain points y such that for some x G S,

Ín(^(x), 6t(y)) < e/100. This total measure is then at least 1 - e/50 if

8 < e/100. Choose yB with the above property for each such B and a

corresponding xB G S. Thus for each such B we have some hB G 9)c with

\\h's - /IL, ll*¿_1 - /IL < e/100 and dN(9i(yB) » hB, 9(xB))< e/100.
Now, for any y G B we have dN(9í(y), 9x,(yB)) < e/(l + e/100)" - 100, so

dN(9i(y) ° hB, 9i(yB) » hB) < e/100 in view of the bound on \\h'B - 7||œ,

and dN(9(xB), 9t(y) ° hB) < e/50 for ally G B.

Now build a Rokhlin tower E = CNF in Y with error less than 8. This may

be chosen to be a "strong" Rokhlin tower in the following sense. Set
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6lr = xp~1(9l\xpc(F)) for v G CN; put a measure v on F by normalizing the

projection of v on E. Then the tower may be chosen so that the d distances

between the processes {9\v: v G CN} and {xpv(9v): v G CN} is less than S (see

[F2]).
Now copy 9> into F, using the joining of {9iv: v G CN) and {xpv(9v):

v G CN). Call the new family 9>. If 5 has been chosen small enough, then for

"most" i? G 65 we have an associated point xB G S such that for "most"

y G B we have

The set of y not included in such a B, or for which the above inequality fails,

may be assumed to have total measure less than e/40 by choice of 5

sufficiently small. Let F be the "good" y 's.

Now we define 61'. If y = xpv(y0),y0 G B, then set 9t'(y) = 9 (<bh¡Kc)(xB)).

For y = xpv(y0) with y0 G F\ U je$ B, choose some fixed x G S and set

always 61'(y) = 9(<bc(x)). Thus 61'|£ is defined. Outside E 91' may be

defined arbitrarily.

The reparametrizing map t will now be defined. If y — xpc(y0), y0 G B, set

9(y) = «r-A»(o)( v); if y = *„(M *> e F\ U ¿<=i £ or if y G E, set #(y) = y.

Then t is defined by taking r(y, v) = w if ö(^c(y)) = &,(y). Since each «Ä is

the identity in a neighborhood of the boundary of CN, it follows that r is C°°

on orbits. Furthermore ||T'(y, u) - 7||, ||r'(y, t>)-1 - 7|| < e/100.

Since d({%tM(y): v G CN), 9C/t(xB)) < e/40 wheny G B n T, and since

^'(^ht(u)(y)) = ^W>c(xB)) for suchy, it follows that |&' - 9t| < e.

It remains to show that fN.((xpT, <&'), (<p, 9)) < S'. Now, the (61', CN) name

under xpT of a point y in F is the (9, CN) name under <p of some point in S;

consequently the empirical distribution of the (61', CN) names under xpr

within the (61', CN) name of y under xpT is within S of the distribution of

(9, CN) names. If N is much larger than N' and 8 is sufficiently small

(recalling that v(Y\E) < S), we have the desired result.

Completion of Proof of 5.1. In [O], or [F2], one simply makes a sequence

of successively better partitions which converges. Here one must also make a

sequence of reparametrizing maps rv r2, . . . so that t„ t2 • rx,

t3 ° t2 ° t„ .. . converge to a reparametrizing map t satisfying the uniform

Lipschitz condition (1).

Suppose ||Ty(-, v) - »H» < 8j\\v\\. Set o0 = ident, a,+1 = Ty+I » 0j. Then

h+>(-, o) - Oj(-, v)\\x < 5,+I||a,(-, o)^ < 8J+xJ[(l + Sj)\\v\\,

If 2jli 5, < co, then 11(1 + b)) < oo and we have that

S |9*lO. O) - Oj(; v)\\x < ( 5 (1 + S,)) 2 8/14-
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Thus Oj(-,v) converges in Lœ(p). We may choose the 8/s so small that

(LTJLiO + 8j))1JLi sj < e» and then the limiting t will satisfy ||t(-, ü) - v\\œ

<e\\v\\.

Since we also have ||^. '(-, v) — v\\K < 8j\\v\\, it follows that the Oj ' =

Tj"1« • • • ° rj~ ' also converge, and since their limit ? satisfies f ° t = t • f

= identity, we have that f = t " ' and so t(x, • ) is for a.e. x a homeomor-

phism.

Since t(x, •) is for a.e. x Lipschitz in both directions, it carries Lebesgue

measure to an equivalent measure; and because of the uniformity of the

Lipschitz constants, the Radon-Nikodym derivatives AT and \_x aie uni-

formly bounded, and it follows that t is a uniformly Lipschitz reparametriza-

tion map for xp.

Now we have partitions % -» 61 and f((xp„, %), (<J>, 9)) < b). It follows

easily that/((^T, 61), (<¡>, 9)) = 0, so that (xpr, 9,') « (<*>, 9).   □

A more careful application of the fundamental lemma gives:

5.4. Corollary. Suppose 9 is a generator under <j> and (<p, 9) is FF of

entropy zero. Then given e > 0 there is some 8 and N such that if 61 is a

partition (Y, r) satisfying fx((xp, 61), (<p, 9)) <S, then there is a reparametriza-

tion \pT of xp on (Y, vr) and another partition 61' with: (1) ||t(-, v) — ü||m,

\\r~l(-, v) - v\\ < e, (2) |6l - 6l'| < e, and (3) (xp', 6f) « (<b, 9).

6. The equivalence theorem for FF zero entropy «-flows.

6.1. Theorem. Suppose 9 is a generator for the zero entropy n-flow <b and

Op, 9) is FF. Suppose (xp, 2.) satisfies the same assumptions. Then given

1 > £ > 0 there is a uniformly Lipschitz reparametrizing map r for <p with

IK-, v) - «IL, ||t-'(-, v) - v\\x < e\\v\\ such that <f,T « xp.

The proof is based on the following lemma, which is almost Lemma 5.11 of

[F2J.

6.2. Lemma. Let 9 and â be partitions with (<p, 9) and (<p, a) of zero

entropy and FF. Let 9R» Dt/,102.. Then there is a reparametrizing map t for <f>

and a partition S such that, setting ^ = <pT, we have: (1) ||t(-, v) — v\\x,

\\r-l(-,v)-y\\x<e\\v\\,(2)ß-S,\ < e, (3) (*, â) « (<f>, <H), and (4) 9 Ce

VoeR^-'Câ).

Proof. Choose a finite set V c R" so that 9V D % with \% - %\ < e/8.

Apply Corollary 5.4 to (<f>, 9V) (which is clearly FF because (<p, 9 ) is) to get 8

and N for e/4. Now build a partition 6" c Sr» so that (<f>, (9 V 2.)^) and

Op, (9 ' V &)y) match within 8 on CK, where K >N and V c CK, and so

that also (9 V %<)v and (6" V 2)K have distribution distance so small that if
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we set % equal to the partition in 9y built like % in 9V, then |2„' - 2| <

|2o - S| + e/8. Thus % c 9'y and \% - 2| < e/4. Ah this can be done

by Lemma 5.10 of [F2].

Now since dc (Op, 9y), (<p, 9'v)) < 8, there is some reparametrizing map o

for ^ISr», lifting to a reparametrizing map ö for <i>, and some 9 c %p, with

(1) ||a(-, v) - o|L, ||a-'(-, o) - c|L < e||o||/4, (2) \9V - 9'v\ < e/4, and

(3)(<b,9)~(xp, n where ^ = <i>0.   _

Set 6^ = Vc6f ^v\^) ^d let 2„ be constructed from 9% in the same

way in which %> and 2¿ are constructed from 9V and 6)¿. Then 2,, is also

the image of % under the isomorphism from (<j>, 9) to (xp, 9). Also clearly

|2~-2o'|<e/4. _
Now reverse roles. Choose a finite set W cR" so that 2^, d 90 with

|%-^|<e/8.

We will apply Corollary 5.4 to (xp, &w) this time (which is FF by Proposi-

tion 4.6, Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 4.5) for e/4; call the relevant quantities

8 and N again, since the old ones will not be used any more.

Apply Lemma 5.10 of [F2]: choose L so that W G CL and L > N; build

2' c 9\, so that (xp,(9 V 2)t) and (<*>, (9 V 2V) have a better than 5

match on CL, while (9 V 2)"^ and (9 \J 2'V are so close in joint distribu-

tion that if 9o C %v corresponds to 9¿ c 2"^, then \% - ^¡| < e/2; fur-

ther, the partitions % V 2' in 9V V 2' and the corresponding 2^V 2 in

6>t V 2 have such close joint distribution that |2o - 2'| < \% - 2| + e/8

<e/4.

As before, we have some reparametrizing map p for xp and some 2 c 6>R«

with (1) ||p(-, v) - u|L and ||p-'(-, v)_ - t>|L < «/4|M|, (2) |2„, = 2¿K|_<

e/4, and (3) (xp, 2) « (<p, 2), where <p = ^p. Thus the partition 90 c 2^

corresponding to 9¿ c_2^ and 6¿ c 2£, must satisfy |^0 ~ %'l < e/2-

__Now_2|. d 2t D 6>0> and 1% - %\ < «A and |f ¿ - 6s | < e/2. So
2Ê. De6>.

Simüarly, |2 - 2| < |2 - 2¿| + |2¿ - 2J + 2„- 2'| + |2' - 2| < e/4
+ e/4 + e/4 + e/4 = e.

Finally, r(-, v) = p(-, a(-, t>)), so

||t(-, t>) - oil. < ||p(-, o(-, v)) - o(-, o)|L +|«r(-, v) - v\\„

< £/4(||a(-, o)|L +IMI) < e/4(||a(-, v) - v\\K + 2o)

<e||o||;

a similar calculation, of course, is valid for t~ '.   D

Proof of Theorem 6.1 from Lemma 6.2. First, by Theorem 5.1, we choose

a reparametrization <j>Tg of <p with ||t0(-, v) - t>|L, ||t0_1(-, v) - o|| < e0||o||

(where Eq is chosen less than e/4), and a partition 2q with (<bT, 2(,) « (xp, 2).

Next choose finite subsets Vx c V2 c • • ■ C R" with Uy Vj dense. Choose
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£j < e/16 and a reparametrizing map ox for <pTo by Lemma 6.2 and 2,, so that

||o,(-, v) - o||, ||o-¡-'(-, v) - v\\ < ex\\v\\ and" |S, - %\ < £,; choose Wx

finite so that if t, = ox ° t0, then Vc6W, <p<1)~"1(21) D''9 and (<p(,), 2,)«

(^,2),where<p(1> = <pTi = («pT0)Oi.

We carry things one step further. Choose e2 < e/64. Choose Vx finite,

containing Vx, so that 9? D'2/10%. Then, by Lemma 6.2, there is a reparam-

etrizing map ct2 for <pTi, and a partition %_, such that ||a2(-, o) — o|L,

||o-2-1(-, v) ■ v\\ < e2\\v\\, \% - 2,1 < e,, and for some finite W2 c R", setting

t2 = a2 « t, and <p<2> = <i»T2, we have Voe^2 ^"W =>£2<3V, ^ 0pW. Sj)

s» (t^, 2).   If   £2   is   chosen   small   enough,   we   will   further   have

Now the general step. Suppose we have Vx, V2,. . . , VN_X c R" with

Vj D Vj, positive numbers e, < e/4*, finite sets Wx,. .., WN, successive re-

parametrizing maps f, ■ i, « Tj_x, and partitions 2^,,.. ., 2^, so that: (a)

\\°j<; ») - »|L and ||o-/'(-, v) - o|| < $||c||, (b) |2y - 2y_,| < 6,, and (c)

setting tb0^ = <pT, we have, setting a(j) = 1 + • • • +2 J,

V   ^r'(2fc) d0(*-^6V,_,   if 1< / < k < N.

Choose £Af+1 < t/4N+x. Choose FN d F* so that 9Vn De"+l/102Ar. Apply

Lemma 6.2 to get a reparametrizing map oN+x for <p(Ar) and 2^+! so that

ll^+li-' ») - »IL> IIV+l(-> ») - »IL  < £Ar+lll»ll>

\%i+i - 2*1 < «*+,.        V  ^JV+I>",(2W+I) d'-'6>p„,
oeR" *

and (<p<"+1>, 2„+1) « (*, 2), where «f>(A,+ 1) = «f>Tjv+i = fo^. Choose WN+X

finite so that

V     <i>r+,r,(2;v+I)D—6'pw.

If eN+, is small enough, we will also have that

if 1 < j < k < N. Thus the induction has proceeded another step.

Let 2 = limjv^ %,. Since

for all A > k > j > 1, we also have

V  +í*)",(S)d2»6,k ,   if*>/> l.
veWj J-'

Next, an argument exactly like the one in the proof of Theorem 5.1 shows

that if the e, are chosen small enough, then t,- converges to some r and r~x to

t"1, and the desired uniform Lipschitz conditions hold.
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V   rtîD^r,    itk>j.

Now

"5

Because of the Lebesgue theorem on continuity of translation, we have,

setting $ = <bT,

Vi'^D^,    for all/.

Then

and so VoeR- ^"'(2) 3 6»,.. Since (*w, %) « (*, 2) and |2y - 2| < e,+ 1

+ £,+2 + . .., we have d((<pu\ 2), (>p, 2)) < e,+, + e,+2 + . . . ; conse-

quently, again by the Lebesgue theorem on continuity of translations, we

have dfä, 2), (xp, 2)) = 0 or 0>, 2) « (xp, 2).   □

7. An example of a non-LK n-flow of zero entropy. Recall the construction

of the nonloosely Bernoulli process (T, 9) of Feldman [Fl]. There are A(0)

0-blocks {aoj}?-}, forming the partition 9, and if we are given the list

{fl^}S of m-blocks, the hst {am+u}?imx + l) of (m + l>blocks is defined as

follows:

"m + 1,1        \am,\ "m,N(m)) ,

a = (aN<r>* - ■ ■ aN<m)4 ^(""i2^0-0

am+l,Nim+l) — \am,\ '   '   '  <*m,N(m) )

A process is built such that every name divides into m-blocks for every m. It

will be convenient for us to take N(m) = 200 • 2m.

If we suspend (T, 9), we get a continuous one-dimensional process of zero

entropy; we call this continuous process (Tj, 9). Let (<p, 9) be the product of

(T„ 9) with a trivial continuous (« — l)-dimensional process. The names in

(<p, 9 ) thus vary only in the direction of the first coordinate, and they split up

into m-blocks as above; but now each 0-block occupies some slab of width

one in the orbit instead of a single point.

We claim that (<p, 9) is not LK. Let (A", p) be the underlying space of

Op, 6*), and let L(m) = the width of an m-block divided by 2. Then if x G A",

the (9, Cgj^ name of x is made up of the terminal segment of some m-block

Bmt(x) followed by the initial segment of some other m-block B^x). If

E c X with p(E) > f, and m is an integer, then there exist x and y in E such

that ¿?m,,(x) # Bm¿y), BmJ(y) and BmJ(x) * Bm/y), S„Jy).  If we had
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fnm)(x, y) < e, then some h G 9)c would have to match some segment in

the Cnm) name of x parallel to the first coordinate axis better than e; at least

one fourth of such a segment lies entirely within some m-block and has image

under h lying within some different m-block. If we assume ||A' — 7|L <j,

then this image will have extent at least \L(m) in the direction of the first

coordinate; because the value of the process (<p, 9) depends only upon the

origin and the first coordinate, we may assume that this image is again a line

segment parallel to the first coordinate axis. We have thus reduced the

problem to the one-dimensional.

7.1. Lemma. Let a and ß be segments of length at least jL(m) lying within

different one-dimensional m-blocks, on intervals La and Iß. If h: 70-»7/S is

piecewise differentiable with \\h' - 1|L, ||(«')_1 - 1|L <4oo> then

d(a°h-\ß)>l

Proof. The proof is by induction on m. Suppose we know that for some m,

if 5, ß, and h are as above, then d(ä ° h~l, ß) > 8m (if m = 0, we may take

8m = 1). Let a c am+XJ, ß c am+lk (j < k), Ia, IB, and A be as above.

The segment ß has the form A(tyix- • • AtA<iy where A¡ = a^"^J for some

c and A(0 and A(i) are terminal and initial segments of certain A¡'s. The

segment a has the form A(lyAf ■ ■ ■ AfA(i) where A¡ has the same form as A,,

d = N(mj2Vc~/), and A^ and A(V) are terminal and initial segments of certain

Af's. Restrict A to the subintervals of Ia corresponding to the various Af's.

The image in ß under A of such a subinterval has the form A^tyAx - • • A^AW

Keep A the same on the middle (1 — 2N(m)~x)d copies of A¡, but redefine A

to be linear on the extreme 2N(m)~ld copies so that the image of Af under A

now has the form Ax ■ - ■ ArAr+x. Where A has been redefined, we have that

|A' - 1|, |(A')-' — 1| <5oö- Call the new map A,. We have that d(a » hx\ ß)

<d(a° h~\ß) + 3(1 + ^ô)N(m)~l. Now restrict Af1 to the various A¡'s in

the range of A,. hx~l(A¡) has the form o(l)6, • • • brbw where b¡ is an m-block

and ¿>(i), bo* terminal and initial segments of certain m-blocks. We redefine

Af' in the same way as we redefined A; keep Af1 the same on the middle

(1 - 2N(m)~l)N(m)2J copies of the m-block making up A¡ and redefine it

linearly on the extreme 2N(m)2'-< copies of the m-block so that the image

becomes A, • • • brbr+l. Where A,-1 has been redefined, we have |(A,_1)' — 1|,

\h'\ - 11 < 555- C311 me new maP Kl- We nave mat

d(a °h2~\ß)< d(a °hx\ß)+ 3N(m)~l

< d(a o hx\ß) + 3(1 + ^)N(m)-' + 3N(M)~l

<d(a • h,ß) + 7N(m)~l.

Now, A2 maps Af to an interval of almost the same length. Thus, since it

occurs with frequency less than 5A(m)_1, one of the m-blocks comprising Af
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has more than one fourth of it mapped by A2 to the same m-block in ß.

Therefore, d(a ° A2_1, ß) > (1 - 5N(m)~1)8m and so

d(a « A"', ß) > (1 - 5A(m)"X - 7A(m)-' > 8m - l2N(m)~l = 8m+x.

Since limm_>00 8m = 1 — ¿j^, we are finished.   □
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